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INTRODUCTION
A look at the synthesizer's feature set, along with how to install and
activate it, and communication portals for news and support.
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LAYER SYNTHESIS FEATURES

Rapid is a modern polyphonic hybrid synthesizer designed to bring together a fast workflow
and powerful synthesis techniques. The unique layer engine that powers the synthesizer lets
you shape and customize all aspects of your sounds, resulting in dynamic and fat musical
patches, ready for production, performance or simply inspiration.
The layer engine of Rapid refers to its 8-layer architecture, which consists of 8 seperate
synthesizers all loaded into a single instance of the software. These synthesizers can be played
seperately via MIDI control, or layered together to create huge sounding patches. Each of the 8
synthesis layer is routed to its own mixer channel in the master panel of the interface. All
layers are programmed seperately and consist of the following elements:

OSCILLATORS
•

Morphable Wavetables.

•

Multi-Samples with velocity layer and/or Round Robin.

•

Wavetable & Multi-Sample import.

•

Resynthesis.

•

Up to 8x unison voices.

•

Bass and Treble control for each oscillator.

•

Phase Modulation, Phase Bend, Chaos Phase.
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•

Ring Modulation, Pulse-width Modulator, Hard Synchronization.

•

Tube Distortion, Noise Generator with smooth Brown/White/Pink fading.

•

Asymmetric Clipping.

•

Wave Bending and Mirroring with multiple algorithms.

•

Phase Overlaping effect.

GRANULAR SYNTHESIS
•

6, 12, 24 dB Lowpass and Highpass

•

Up to 100 true stereo grains.

•

Morphable grain envelope shapes.

•

Grain lengths from 10 milliseconds up to 1 second.

•

Chaos randomizer for grain position, rate, length volume and detune.

•

Can also use stereo Multi-Samples as granular source.

•

Free bonus library Granular Elements included.

12, 24 DB BANDPASS AND PEAK.FILTERS & INSERTS
•

6, 12, 24 dB Lowpass and Highpass.

•

12, 24 dB Bandpass and Peak.

•

24 dB Multi-Bandpass and Multi-Peak.

•

12 dB Notch and Multi-Notch.

•

Two Formant Filters with adjustable vowels.

•

Acid, Analog, Legacy and Vintage Lowpass.

•

Feedback-Comb and Time-Lag.

•

Bitcrusher and Exciter.

•

Tube Distortion, Overdrive and Tone-Fuzz.

MODULATORS
•

Four ADSR envelopes with adjustable slopes.

•

Four LFOs with dual waveform and phase bending for complex shapes.

•

Four sequencers with up to 32 steps, with loop and oneshot mode.
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ARPEGGIATOR
•

32 step pattern mode.

•

Up, down, random, queue and chord mode.

•

Import/Export external MIDI files.

•

Octave and shuffle control.

VOICING
•

Legato Mode with Glide.

•

MIDI Channel Filter.

•

Keyrange per Layer.

•

Key-Input filter.

EFFECTS
•

Reverb with Room, Hall or Area mode.

•

Delay with smooth delay time modulation.

•

Dual Delay with Cross-Feedback and Ping-Pong mode.

•

Chamber for very short reverb acoustics.

•

Smooth Tube Distortion with dynamic EQ Boost.

•

Bitcrusher, Rate-Reduction with Jitter.

•

Two band waveshaper with adjustable crossover.

•

Phaser, Flanger, Chorus with precise modulation depth control.

•

Ensemble Chorus.

•

Three band Equalizer with low-pass, high-pass, low-shelf, high-shelf and bell filter.

•

Talker Filter with Male, Female and Child vocal mode and internal crusher.

•

Dynamic Compressor with Digital and Analog mode.

•

Syncable sidechain leveler with different shapes.

•

32-step stereo Trancegate with shuffle-rhytmn mode.

•

Send Router, to mix the output parallel to other layers.

MASTER
•

8-Channel Mixer.

•

Three band Dynamic Compressor with different mode.
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•

Output level Limiter with automatic makeup gain.

•

Pitch and modulation wheel on the interface.

•

Modifiers for volume and filter envelope, along with pitch, voice, delay and reverb mixes,
to quickly modify all layers with one knob.

WORKFLOW
•

Drag & Drop Modulation.

•

Save each Modulator, Effect or Arpeggiator pattern as separate preset file.

•

Easily copy and paste Modulators, Patterns, Filters, Inserts, Effect Slots or whole layers.

•

Three easy accessible macro controllers.

•

Velocity meter with final pitch played.

•

Resizeable GUI with multiple color themes along with CPU and GPU rendering.

•

Layer soloing. Right-click a given layer button LED to toggle solo states. Hold
Command/Ctrl to un-solo all layers.

•

Gorgeous, fully resizeable GUI which can be enlarged or minimized in 10% increments.
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INSTALLATION
To install the Rapid synthesizer on your computer, you will need to install the VST or AU plugin
along with the Factory Sounds to get the necessary sound resources (wavetables, multisamples and presets).

WINDOWS
To install the software on Windows, simply download and execute the following installation
files:
• Rapid.1.8.0.Setup.Win.exe
• Rapid.Factory.Sounds.1.0.0.Setup.Win.zip

UNINSTALL
To uninstall the software, go to the Control Panel, then Programs and Features and uninstall
the following programs:
• Rapid 1.x.x.x
• Rapid Factory Sounds 1.x.x.x
If you're running the demo, there will be an entry called "Rapid Demo 1.x.x.x" to uninstall.

MAC OS X
Download and execute the following package installers:
• Rapid.1.8.0.Setup.Mac.pkg
• Rapid.Factory.Sounds.1.0.0.Setup.Mac.pkg

MANUAL REMOVAL
The package installer in MacOS doesn't provide an uninstall mechanism. Therefore, to remove
all installed content, you must browse to the following folders in Finder and delete them
manually:
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Application Files
Library/Parawave/Rapid/

Factory Sounds
Library/Application Support/Parawave/Rapid/Factory Sounds/
Plugins
Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/Components/Rapid.component
Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/VST/Rapid.vst

HOW DO I REMOVE THE DEMO VERSION ON MAC?
Remove these files manually using Finder:
Application Files
Library/Parawave/Rapid Demo/
Plugins
Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/Components/Rapid Demo.component
Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/VST/Rapid Demo.vst
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ACTIVATION
When starting up the software in a host application for the first time, you will encounter this
screen.

This means the product has not been activated on your device yet. Simply click on ACTIVATE
LICENSE to begin. If you encounter any problems, you will find a step-by-step instruction
below:
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Clicking the button opens an activation window with Step 1. Simply click the button in the
bottom-right to continue.

The Serial Number you will need to proceed can be found on your Purchased Products page.
If the number was entered correctly a Request URL will be generated. Open it within your web
browser to proceed.

If not done already, you may have to log into your account. Visit the Request URL and a
license for your device will be generated. Carefully read all messages if you encounter any kind
12
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of error.

You can then download the license.txt textfile from the website and load it into the software
by clicking the import button. You'll see a confirmation message and the inital activation
screen will disappear, enabling full access to Rapid!
NOTE: When using a newly purchased Rapid Extension, or sometimes a newly installed Rapid
Update, your product will need to be reactived through the same process.
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CONNECT WITH US
There are multiple channels available for you to either get in-touch with us, or stay up-to-date
on the latest news for Rapid.

CONTACT
If you are experiencing issues, or have any questions, please send us an email with a detailed
description of your inquiry to info@parawave-audio.com.
Or use the Contact Us form on our website.

DISCUSSION
We also have an official thread on the popular KVR Audio Forum, which you can access here to
connect with other Rapid users or give feedback and new ideas for upcoming features.

LATEST NEWS
You can stay up-to-date on the latest news for Rapid on our official website and our social
media pages:
Official Website: https://parawave-audio.com/
Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/ParawaveAudio
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/Parawave
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/parawaveaudio-com
SoundCloud: https://www.soundcloud.com/parawave
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OVERVIEW
A look at the way the preset system works, along with how parameter's
are controlled within the user interface.
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INTERFACE
The fully resizeable main user interface consists of a Head Row and a switchable tab section.
There is a master tab and eight selectable synthesis layers. The default view when opening a
new Rapid instance is the Master Tab.

MASTER VIEW

LAYER VIEW
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THEMES
The GUI contains nine different themes to allow you to customize the look of RAPID. These are
shown below.

CLASSIC

CRIMSON
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FLAT NEON

FLAT NOSFERATU
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FLAT RUBY

MIDNIGHT SPECTER
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NAUTICA

POLARIS
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TITANIUM
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HEAD ROW

The head row section at the top of Rapid's interface includes a variety of different interface
options, parameter knobs and feedback information. Information on the preset browser is
available in a previous section of the manual.

CPU
Displays the CPU usage of Rapid's digital signal processing at the present time as a percentage
of the maximum available CPU resources.

VOICES
Shows the number of active voices within a Rapid patch at that point in time.

VELOCITY AND PITCH
Displays both the MIDI pitch played, along with the key velocity information between 0-127.

PANIC BUTTON
Clicking the panic button kills all active voices. Use this in the case of undesireably high CPU
usage or noisy and loud sound output.

CONTENT
Open the Extension Manager which displays all sound content installed for Rapid, including
factory content and any extensions. When installing new extensions, your license content will
need to be updated on your machine. Activate License guides you through this process, while
Clear License removes all license data from your computer.
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OPTIONS
The logo for Rapid reveals a dropdown menu with user options when pressed. These options
influence the interface and midi functionalities:

THEME
Sets the color theme for Rapid's user interface. Experiment with these to see all the different
aesthetics available for the user interface.

SIZE
Deteremines the factor of GUI scaling, with options scaling options dependent on your monitor
resolution. Support for up to 4K UHD scaling is available.

GRAPHICS
Allows you to set the graphics renderer to use either your CPU or GPU (with OpenGL 3.0).
Consider switching this to GPU if you want to lessen the demand on your CPU! You can also set
the framerate that the Rapid interface will run at, 60 fps produces smoother graphics but
demands more resources.

TOOLTIPS
Lets you either toggle the tooltip pointers on or off based on preference.
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MIDI LEARN
Allows you to reset the MIDI learn parameters.

MASTER OUTPUT
Determines the gain applied to the final output signal for that layer before it is sent to the
mixing panel in the master tab. This is often used to increase or decrease the loudness of a
finished layer patch.

THRESHOLD KNOB
Toggled either on or off by clicking the LED light next to the knob. When on, a limiter is applied
to the output signal, reducing dynamic range and increasing loudness. The threshold
determines the level at which the signal will be limited, with greater limiting occurring the
farther to the left the knob is turned. Makeup gain is applied automatically, so limiting won’t
decrease peak levels.

PEAK METER
Monitors levels of the output signal’s left and right channels. The closer this meter is to being
full, the greater the output signal’s amplitude is. When the meter turns red, your signal is being
brickwall limited to avoid introducing distortion (consider turning things down a bit!).
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PRESETS

Rapid features a large collection of high quality factory presets, with a comfortable and easy to
use preset browser to help you quickly find the perfect sound. This browser also allows
effortless management of any user presets. The preset browser can be found on the left-side
of the Master tab.
On the left side of the browser you can change the currently selected preset bank. Preset
banks are categorized after the folder layout in the preset directory. The right side of the
browser allows you to see all preset files within the selected bank. Simply double-click on a
preset to load it into your instance of Rapid.

TIPS
• You can sort the presets by clicking on Bank, Type or Preset Name within the head row.
• Left-Click a file to show additional information like author, date or comment.
• Right-Click a bank to browse its filesystem folder within your native OS file viewer.
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LOADED PRESET DISPLAY

The top row on the interface shows the currently loaded presets information ( sound type,
preset name and original author).
You can quickly load the previous or next sound preset within a bank by clicking the left or
right arrow buttons on your keyboard.
By clicking the file icon on the left-end of the row, you will open a drowdown menu with
additional options to load, save and edit your current sound.
You can also quickly edit the presets information by double-clicking on the display row and
typing in your changes.
To initialize your current sound, use the Reset function under the file icon preset
options!
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EDITING THE PRESET INFORMATION

With the edit window, you can specify several preset attributes that will be stored within the
respective file when saving your preset.
Sound Type
This type will be shown before the preset name within the preset browser.
Macro Names
Renames each of the three generic macro controls (the ones adjacent to the head row).
Comment
Leave a note with additional information about your preset. This text will be show when leftclicking an entry within the preset browser.
Layer Names
Rename each of the eight layers button labels for a better/quicker understanding of each
layers functionality.
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PRESET LOCATION
There are two locations where presets files are stored. Both directories are catalogued in the
Preset Browser. You should always save your own presets in the User Presets folder, since the
Factory Presets folder is for manufacturer specific preset files.
Factory Presets Folder
For Windows: C:\ProgramData\Parawave\Rapid\Sound Presets
For Mac: Library/Parawave/Rapid/Sound Presets/

User Presets Folder
For Windows: C:\Users\[your username]\Documents\Parawave\Rapid\Sound Presets
For Mac: Users/[your username]/Documents/Parawave/Rapid/Sound Presets/
You can also always quickly open the User Presets folder through the Browse Presets option in
the file icon context menu.
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MASTER TAB
There is a master tab on the far-left of the layer selection row with many useful features to
process your layer mix and output signal. The presets browser is contained in this area, and
was described previously in the Presets section of the manual, please reference that section if
you want to read more about it.
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MIXER

Each layer of the synthesizer is routed to its own mixer channel in the master tab. The mixer
provides a fader and a peak meter for monitoring and gain modifications of each layer before
the final signal is output. This allows easy mixing of the various layers together, to produce
highly expressive patches.
•

The faders control gain of the layer signal.

•

The balance knob controls the stereo panning of the layer signal.
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COMPRESSOR

There is also a three-band compressor that can be applied to the mixed signal before it is
output for further sound control.

LOW/MID/HIGH
The three frequency bands of the compressor are broken up into these categories.
Compression occurs only within the designated frequency range of each band.

THRESHOLD
Determines the level at which the compressor will be activated and begin applying gain
reduction. Lower values will cause the compressor to trigger with less amplitude.

GAIN
Determines the makeup gain applied to the compressed signal. This is often used to boost the
levels of sections that have undergone notable gain reduction and need more amplitude to be
heard.

TYPE
Eight different compressor types (Basic, Electro, Hard, Brilliant, Keys, Synth, Drums, Deep ) are
available with self-explanatory naming for different types of input signals. These modify the
characteristics of the compressor to best handle different kinds of input sounds.
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KEYBOARD RANGE

There are multiple settings that can be modified for keyboard inputs in this panel. Each layer
can be assigned a given keyboard range, so only a certain span of notes will trigger it. Adjust
the keyboard range of a given layer by dragging the far left or far right end of the layers range
on the editor to your desired location, or by holding SHIFT and using the mousewheel to
simultaneously modify both ends of the range. You can also use the mousewheel to
horizontally shift the range. Layers are ordered first-to-last in the range editor (e.g. layer one is
the first line, layer two is the second line, etc).

PITCH AND MOD WHEEL
The pitch and mod wheel parameters can be modified in the user interface with these
controls, similar to how it works on a hardware controller.

KEY OFFSET
Produces an offset on any input keypress pitches, applied after the key filter for each layer.
This allows for easy key changes.

PITCHBEND -/+
Determines the range of pitch modulation that is attached to the MIDI pitchwheel controller.
There is a positive and negative range of two octaves for either pitchbend value. Make sure
your host is sending the full pitchwheel range for this to function properly.
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MODIFIERS

The bottom panel of the master tab contains a row of knobs that modify certain parameters
across all layers. This allows easy modification of your entire patch when working with multiple
layers. The first parameter is the Pitch knob, which smoothly adjusts the pitch of all layers. Also
included are Mix, Volume, and Filter based parameters. For Mix, this includes:
•

Voice – Modify the gain of the voices from every layer.

•

Delay – Adjust the mix of any delay effects across every layer.

•

Reverb - Changes the mix of any reverb effects across every layer.

The other available parameters for Volume and Filter modifiers (Attack, Decay, Sustain,
Release, Cutoff, Resonance, Envelope) are described in-depth in previous manual sections if
you want to read about their functionality.
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CONTROLS
Most of the synthesis parameters are controlled by knobs and sliders. By changing the values
of these controls, you modify the parameters that determine the synthesizers operations.

To change a value, hover the mouse pointer over the knob or slider, hold the left-mouse
button and drag up or down. By holding the shift button you can increase the precision of
value-changes, to fine-tune values. By double-clicking a knob or slider, you can reset its value
to the default position.
The orange ring around the knob indicates its current value. The blue arc shows the
modulation depth of any sources routed to it. The red arc displays the realtime modulation
depth.

Most controls have a context menu that can be accessed by right-clicking on the knob or slider.
This menu contains several additional options and features:
•

Copy Value allows you to copy a control value to the clipboard.

•

Paste Value allows you to paste this value on another control. This feature can be used
across layers!

•

Reset Value allows you to set a value back to its default state.

•

Modulate by.. allows you to set up modulation routings to the control selected.

•

Reset Modulations removes any modulation routed to the control selected.
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The oscillators, modulators, filters, inserts, effect slots, and even individual layers also make
use of a right-click context menu for their correpsonding interface sections. This menu
contains the following features:
•

Copy *Selected Module* copies the selected module settings to the clipboard.

•

Paste *Selected Module* allows you to paste the recorded settings onto another of the
same module/layer.

•

Reset *Selected Module* resets the section selected back to its default state.

TIP: All clipboard values can not only be carried across layer's of Rapid, but across instances of
it as well! This unique feature can be helpful for smooth workflows.
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If you ever wonder about the functionality of certain controls, hover the mouse pointer over it
and a tooltip message will appear. These can be very helpful, so be sure to give them a try!

KEY COMBINATIONS
• Left-Click + Drag or Mouse Wheel to change the value of a knob.
• Left-Click + Shift + Drag to precisely change the value of a knob.
• Right-Click to open the context menu for a knob.
• Double-Click to reset a knob to its default position.
• Ctrl/Cmd + Left-Click on a module preset box or dropdown parameter to the previous
preset.
• Ctrl/Cmd + Right-Click on a module preset box or dropdown parameter to browse to the
next preset.
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COMPONENTS
An in-depth look at the operation of all the sound modules within the
synthesizer. This is the section that details the most important
software functionality.
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OSCILLATOR

The oscillators are the core of the synthesizer's sound generation, which is why so much
attention has been given to their feature set. There are three identical oscllator modules perlayer, with support for wavetables, multi-samples, pitch tuning, unison, tone-control and an
insert effect. An extensive sound library, and sound library manager with support for user
imports, is also available. You can right click on the OSC tag to open the oscillator's context
menu to reset it.

TUNING
Controls the output pitch of the oscillator by setting its cycle rate. The tuning can be modified
in semitones and cents:
• 1 Octave = 12 Semitones = 1200 Cents.
• 1 Semitone = 100 Cents = one half tone in equal temperament.
Clicking the keyboard icon on the right side of the tuning row disables keyboard tracking.
When disabled the tuning is static and does not change based on keypress pitch. You can use
this to generate sounds that require static timbre components, such as noise bursts or very
short attacks that are the same for any incoming notes.

SKIP TO MIX
The arrow icon to the right of the tuning section toggles on or off to determine if the oscillator
output is routed through the Filter and Insert modules, or if it skips them entirely. This can be
used on a per-oscillator basis within a given layer.
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OSCILLATOR DISPLAY

The oscillators have a variety of parameters used to control their functionality. To enable or
disable an oscillator, simply toggle the LED light in the top row of its interface on or off.
Depending on whether a wavetable or multi-sample is selected, the oscillator controls have
different uses.

MORPH
When using a wavetable, morphing changes the wavetable index position and smoothly blends
between the adjacent waveforms. Clicking in the center of the display cycles the view mode of
the wavetable between a 2D and 3D representation.

DELAY
When using a multi-sample, delay changes the start time of the sample from anywhere
between instant up to 500 milliseconds. This delay can be used to create interesting phase
cancellation effects, or to avoid producing these when multiple oscillators are playing the same
multi-sample source.

PHASE
For wavetables, the phase parameter sets the starting point of the first wave cycle in degrees.
A complete cycle is 360 degrees. A half cycle is 180 degrees. A quarter cycle is 90 degree, and
so on. This effect can be clearly seen when using the 2D wavetable view!
For multi-samples, the phase parameter determines the start point within the sample. For e.g.
you could increase the phase parameter to skip the attack section of a sample. This can be
combined with the Delay paremeter to create interesting new variations on existing samples.
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RANDOM
This introduces a randomization of the phase paremeter on every keypress. The higher this
value is, the greater the range of phase variations.
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SOUND LIBRARY
Clicking on the top row within the oscillator display, or the box icon in the top-left, opens up
the Sound Library browser with a wide selection of wavetables and multi-samples.

Simply click on a wavetable or multi-sample in the browser to load it into the oscillator module.
Sound Library sources can also be cycled through with the left and right arrows in the top right
of the oscillator display.
Support for user imported sound content was introduced in version 1.1.0 and is documented
in the chapter Importing User Sound Content.
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UNISON
Stacks up to 8 copies of the oscillator waveform with detune options for the voices to enrich
the spectral width of the sound. The tuning distance between unison voices can be increased
by turning the Detune knob. The unison voices distribute with an even-odd pattern. To
increase the stereo panning between them, use the Spread parameter.
Set the Random parameter to 100% to start each unison voice with a randomized phase. This
avoids unpleasant phase cancellation effects and results in smoother sound.
NOTE: Generating many voices can be a CPU demanding task, so be careful if you combine it
with an insert effect. Only use unison when it's really necessary.

TONE CONTROL
When combining multiple oscillators or layers, it's common for a sound to sometimes have
either too much or too little high frequency content. To allow a finer control of the oscillator's
tone, there is a Bass and Treble parameter which is applied per oscillator and before further
filter processing.
• Bass - Boost or attenuate low frequencies. At center, this knob produces no effect. Higher
values produce bass amplification, while lower values attenuate bass frequencies.
• Treble - Boost or attenuate high frequencies. At center, this knob produces no effect.
Higher values produce treble amplification, while lower values attenuate treble
frequencies.

FX-TYPES
To apply additional processing to a waveform it's possible to select an insert effect type to
further modify your oscillator output. When selecting a type, the two knobs on the bottomright corner change according to the selected effect type.

The effect of your inserts on the oscillator waveform is displayed on the oscilloscope.
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FX-TYPE: AMPLIFIERS
TUBE DISTORTION
Boosts the input level through a nonlinear amplifier modeled after popular tube amplifiers.
This introduces more harmonics into the signal spectrum and shapes the timbre to have a
more square-like sound.

ASYMMETRIC CLIP
A distortion effect whereby the peaks and troughs of the waveform are clipped
asymmetrically.

FX-TYPE: MODULATION
PHASE MODULATION
An internal sine operator modulates the phase of the oscillator waveform cycle. This is an
alternative implementation of FM synthesis used in many synthesizers.
• FX-Amount - The sine modulator amplitude level. Controls the depth of phase
modulation.
• Tune - The sine modulator rate, relative to the oscillator cycle rate, in semitones.

PHASE MODULATION FROM OSCILLATOR
Allows phase modulation of an oscillator by the two other oscillators contained in a given layer
of Rapid.
• From A/B/C – Determines the amount of phase modulation applied by the signal from that
respective oscillator.

RING MODULATION
An internal sine operator modulates the amplitude of the oscillator waveform.
• FX-Amount - The sine modulator amplitude level. Controls the depth of ring modulation.
• Tune - The sine modulator rate, relative to the oscillator cycle rate, in semitones.

RING MODULATION FROM OSCILLATOR
Allows ring modulation of an oscillator by the two other oscillators contained in a given layer of
Rapid.
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• From A/B/C – Determines the amount of ring modulation applied by the signal from that
respective oscillator.

PHASE MODULATION FEEDBACK
Produces phase modulation of an oscillator using the feedback produced by its output. This
often creates very chaotic and noisy sounds.
• Feed – Determines the magnitude of phase modulation applied by the feedback of oscillator
output.

FX-TYPE: SYNCHRONIZATION
HARD SYNC
The oscillator is synchronized to an internal master operator which resets the oscillator cycle
on each operator cycle and outputs the windowed result. The synced signal is windowed to
avoid undesirable artifacts on phase transitions.
• Sync - Increase the master operator cycle rate to a multiple of the oscillator cycle rate.

HARD SYNC ADD
Adds the hard sync oscillator signal to the original signal, instead of replacing it like in the
traditional Hard Sync mode.
• Sync - Increase the master operator cycle rate to a multiple of the oscillator cycle rate.
• Mix – Determines the dry/wet mix of the original signal and the hard sync signal.

FORMANT SHIFT
Shifts the formants of the signal across the frequency specturm.
• Shift – Determines the formant frequency.
• Keyfollow – Setting this to 1.0 produces 1:1 key tracking, similar to key follow in a filter.

SYNC BEND A/B
• An oscillator effect that combines sync and phase bending. You can bend the sides of the sync
phase inwards or outwards.
• Balance – Stereo panning knob for the oscillator.
• Sync – Sets the oscillator sync frequency. Higher values produce more sync cycles.
• Bend – Determines the amount of inward or outward middle bending applied.
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FX-TYPE: PHASE BEND
Six different phase bend variations are included as an insert effect (Side A/B, Mid A/B, Double
A/B). These all operate by applying nonlinear phase distortions to the oscillator cycle phase,
each doing so with a different algorithm that produce varying timbres.
• Bend – Determines the extent to which the waveshape is bent.
 0% - Negative bend.
 50% - No bend.
 100% - Positive bend.
• Phase – Adjusts the phase of the bend position.

FX-TYPE: MIRROR A/B/C
Inverts/mirrors the oscillator signal after each waveform cycle. The A/B/C modes determine
when phase bends occur in the signal chain. Mode A introduces phase bending before
mirroring, while Mode B and C introduce it after mirroring.
• Bend – Determines the magnitude of phase bending.
• Phase – Sets the phase bend positon (for Mode A and B) or the phase shift position (for Mode
C).

FX-TYPE: PHASING
PULSEWIDTH MODULATOR
Applied to a normal sawtooth or square waveform, this modulation results in a virtual analog
PWM emulation. Other waves result in different and exciting PWM behaviors.
• FX-Amount - Increase the depth of pulse modulation.
• Width - The resulting pulse-width is half of a wave cycle at 50%. Modulate this parameter with
a bipolar triangle LFO to create classic PWM sounds.

ORGANIC DRIFT
• An oscillator drift effect used to emulate the properties of classic hardware oscillators. The
drift properties of the oscillator phase are shown on the oscilloscope in real-time.
• Balance – Stereo panning knob for the oscillator.
• Warm – Introduces non-linear voice processing to warm up the acoustics of the oscillator.
• Drift – Determines the speed and chaos of the phase shift applied to the oscillator.
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PHASE OVERLAP 2X/3X
• Overlaps the oscillator signal with a replica signal that has a different phase.
• FX-Amount – Adjusts the amplitude of the replica signal.
• Phase – Sets the phase difference between the original signal and the replica.

FX-TYPE: NOISY
CHAOS PHASE
Uses a random number generator to apply chaotic phase modulation! Use it to dirty up a
sound, similar to a random LFO modulating cent tuning.
• Chaos - Increase the range of random values, with higher values resulting in more
distorted phases.

NOISE GENERATOR
Mixes different noise models into the oscillator output signal.
• Noise – Determines the mix between the noise signal and oscillator waveform, from 0%
(completely dry) to 100% (only noise).
• Color - Smoothly blends between different noise models.
 0% - Brown noise (Low rumble).
 50% - White noise (Bright noise).
 100% - Pink noise (Subtle hiss).
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GRANULAR SYNTHESIS

New in version 1.8.0 is the addition of Granular Synthesis. You can activate this feature by
loading a multisample into an oscillator module and selecting granular synthesis as the FXType for the oscillator. Granular synthesis involves the breakdown of a sample into tiny audio
segments. We refer to these segments as "grains" and by layering and playing these grains
back at different speeds and lengths, we can produce unique sounds that synthesis techniques
such as subtractive or FM cannot achieve. All of the below paremeters can changed or
modulated in real time.

GRAINS
Sets the number of grains played back per second. Anywhere from 1-100 grains may be
specified. The more grains are played back, the more complex the timbre produced will be.

CHAOS
Chaotically distributes the selection of grain positions. Increasing this quantity will produce
more "natural" grain distributions.

LENGTH
Determines the length of newly produced grains. Active voices are not effected by changing
this setting. This effectively changes the release phase of the amplitude envelope which is
shaped by the Morph parameter.

RND LENGTH
Introduces randomization into the lengths of grains. This will randomly shorten or elongate
grain lengths for new voices.
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MORPH
Shapes the amplitude envelope of the grains when played back.

PHASE
Modifies the start position of the source samples used to produce grains.

RANDOM
Increases the range of starting positions randomly selected in the source samples to produce
grains.

BALANCE
Sets the stereo panning of the oscillator.

VOLUME
The output level of the oscillator.

SPREAD
Sets the stereo spread of the grain output. Lower values produce narrower stereo outputs
while higher values widen the stereo spacing of the grain sum.

RND LEVEL
Introduces randomization on the volume of individual grains.
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IMPORTING USER SOUND CONTENT
New in version 1.1.0 of Rapid, the ability to import your own wavetables and multi-samples,
along with a resynthesis function, was introduced.

Your imported sound content can be seamlessly intergrated into the Sound Library. To do so,
follow the steps below:

ADDING NEW SOUND CONTENT
1. Creating a new library. Click on the menu button labeled "LIBRARY" in the bottom left
corner of the Sound Library browser and select New. Enter a name for your new user
sound library, which will be used for the new file directory and the entry in the browser
list.
2. Adding your sound files. Select the IMPORT tab of your new library and click the Add
Files... button, or drag-and-drop your files onto the "Drop wave files here" area. You can
also just drag-and-drop a file onto the oscillator display, which will automatically open the
IMPORT tab afterwards.
3. Naming your content. Enter a NAME and CATEGORY for your new content to help keep
things organized. Specify your Import Options (described in depth below) and click the
Import button. A corresponding new entry will be created in the currently selected
library.
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TIP: You can assign your library its own browser image by clicking on the image panel in the
top left of the browser.
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IMPORT OPTIONS

Various import options are available depending on the properties of the sound content you
are importing, along with how you want the synthesizer to process it. It is recommended to
leave any fields unmodified if you don't understand how they operate. The software will try to
automatically determine the optimal import settings for your sounds. These options are
described below:
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USER WAVETABLES

•

Pitch – Input the note value of the table's cycle rate. Try to fill this field in if you are
importing a real sound source as a wavetable. Set it to the pitch value of your original
sound source for optimal results.

•

Frequency – Manually input the table cycle frequency in hertz.

•

Size – Enter the frame length of a single table cycle. This is oftentimes 2048 for
wavetables generated with modern wavetable editors (e.g. Serum).

•

Declick Frames – Crossfades the edges between cycles to avoid clicking artifacts. This is
useful when importing a real sound source as a wavetable.
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USER SINGLE-SAMPLES

•

Root Note – Input the pitch or MIDI unity note of your sample here to produce 1:1 pitch
playback at that note. The software will try to parse note labels from your sound
filename. For e.g. my_cool_sample_g#3.wav will automatically enter the root note G#3 for
you.
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USER MULTI-SAMPLES

Multi-sample mapping can either be read from MIDI unity note information (which can be
edited manually in Wave Lab or FL Studio's Edison) or by parsing note information from your
sound filenames. For e.g. adding something like: sound_c4.wav, sound_e4.wav, and
sound_g#4.wav will have the software automatically detect the pitch positions C4, E4, and G#4
for the correct sounds.
•

Force Loops – Creates loop positions in samples 0 up-to -1. Use this when your sound
data doesn't contain embedded loop data, if you want to produce looping.

•

Extra Feature! – You can also use tagging for velocity or round robin support.
◦ Velocity. For e.g. guitar_c4_v0.wav, guitar_c4_v1.wav, guitar_c4_v2.wav will map all
samples to C4, with different velocity values.
◦ Round Robin. For e.g. guitar_c4_r0.wav, guitar_c4_r1.wav, and guitar_c4_r2.wav will
cause a variation of these samples to be triggered if C4 is pressed multiple times.
◦ Both together. Velocity and round robin tagging can be used simultaneously, for a
combination of velocity-sensitive round robin mapping!
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RESYNTHESIS
The results of the resynthesis vary greatly depending on the input sample used. Generally,
best results are achieved through sample lengths between 1 to 4 seconds. It is not important
that the input sample be looped, what matters is the spectral content.
•

Root Note - Input the pitch or MIDI unity note of your sample here to produce 1:1 pitch
playback at that note.

•

Example Usage – Below are some interesting ways of using the resynthesis feature.
◦ Use a hi-hat cymbal sound to extract the spectral "texture" of it. You will generate an
interesting metallic timbre.
◦ Use a short vocal shot sound with a fixed pitched ("oohs" and "aahs" work well) to
produce a kind-of synth choir sound.
◦ Use a short filtered guitar pluck sound to make smooth pads sounds.

Tips:
•

Don't use very long samples, this will normally produce overly airy or noisy pads.

•

Don't use very short samples, this results in an unpleasant granular buzz.

•

Try using monophonic samples without sweeps or fast pitch modulation for less noisy
results.

•

As a general rule, short samples make grainy sounds, and long samples make airy/noisy
sounds. Try to find something inbetween to produce the most interesting timbres.
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INFORMATION TAB
There is a dedicated information tab on the far-right of the menu row. This allows you to
modify your Library Name, Author name, Contact information (Email and Website address),
Version information, and Comments.

EXPORTING USER CONTENT
There is an archival feature intergrated into the software to help make the sharing of user
sound content as easy as possible. In the same Information Tab detailed above, you can click
on the Publish button on the bottom of the interface to save your selected user library to a .zip
archive.

This content can then be easily imported on another computer by clicking the Library button
on the bottom right, pressing Add, and selecting your .zip archive.
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Subtractive synthesis, which is the primary synthesis method used in the synthesizer, involves
the attenuation of certain frequencies from an audio signal to give it a new timbre. This is
achieved through the use of filters, which modify the frequency content of a signal. To offer
you extensive control over your sound, there are a wide selection of filter types available for
you to use. These are described below:

FILTER TYPES
There are 20 different filter types for you to select from. Both common filter types (low-pass,
high-pass, band-pass) and special filter types (peak, notch, comb) are available. Depending on
the filter type selected, some of the three control parameters will change. All filter shapes are
graphically modelled on the interface, to help you to visualize the effects.

LOWPASS/LOWPASS-PRO 6DB, 12DB, 24DB
Attenuates high frequencies above the cutoff frequency. The three filter slopes (6dB, 12dB,
24dB) for Lowpass and two for Lowpass-Pro (12dB, 24dB) decide how steep the attenuation
per-octave is. The Lowpass and Lowpass-Pro offer different sound styles of lowpass filtering,
with the Pro model implementing a non-linear feedback drive and resonance behavior.

HIGHPASS 6DB, 12DB, 24DB
Attenuates low frequencies beneath the cutoff frequency. The three filter slopes (6dB, 12dB,
24dB) work the same as with the Lowpass filter.

BANDPASS
Attenuates both high and low frequencies by allowing only a certain frequency bandwidth to
pass unmodified through the filter.
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PEAK
Boosts the frequency around the cutoff point.

NOTCH
Mitigates and notches the frequency around the cutoff point.

ACID LOWPASS
A lowpass with nonlinear resonance that introduces shrill harmonics into the spectrum around
the cutoff frequency. This sounds rather extreme compared to the normal lowpass resonance.

VINTAGE LOWPASS
A lowpass with nonlinear feedback that introduces soft overdrive harmonics into the spectrum
around the cutoff frequency. This sounds smoother and adds a warm characteristic.

LEGACY LOWPASS
A lowpass with an abnormal resonance behavior that allows for deep pluck sounds and soft
resonance sweeps.

ANALOG LOWPASS
A lowpass with a very smooth attack and sweep behavior, good for emulating classic analog
sounds and soft resonance sweeps.

XTREME LOWPASS
A lowpass that can have a very high Q-factor, this is useful for strong sweeping sounds and
self-oscillation effects.

XTREME LOWPASS II
A variation on Xtreme Lowpass with a steeper cutoff slope. Offers a high Q-factor with the
ability to produce sweeping sound effects and self-oscillation. Allows for pre-filter signal
amplification.

COMB
A smoothly interpolated feedback comb with internal damping. Useful for physical modeling,
string pluck and woodwind sounds.
 Damping - Dampens the feedback effect to produce a smoother sound.
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 Feed - At 50% the feedback is zero. Move to 0% to produce square harmonics, and to
100% to produce saw harmonics.

FORMANT A & B
• A formant filter designed to shape the sound similar to a human voice, by emulating the
properties of the vocal tract while pronouncing vowels. Use this to produce "ooos" and
"aaaas" style sounds. The Vowel knob shapes the filter to produce the sound of different
vowels.
NOTE: Turn the filter type to OFF to decrease CPU usage and increase performance.

FILTER PARAMETERS
Once you have selected a filter type, you need to begin looking at the parameters that control
that particular filter. These are both described below:

CUTOFF FREQUENCY
Filters operate in a designated frequency range, determined by the location of the transition
point between the pass-band and stop-band of the filter. The pass-band of a filter allows all
frequencies in its bandwidth to pass through it unmodified. The stop-band will attenuate the
frequencies within its bandwidth. The transition point between the pass-band and stop-band is
called the cutoff frequency. For most filters, this point can be in the frequency range between
20Hz and 22kHz.
• Cutoff – Determines the cutoff frequency (0% = 0 Hz, 100% = 22.05 kHz).

RESONANCE
Filters make use of resonance to further enable you to shape your sound. Resonance produces
an amplification of a small bandwidth around the filter cutoff frequency, effectively making the
cutoff steepness greater and producing a new timbre. This can produce a kind of ringing
sound, with greater resonance values produce more ringing. The magnitude of resonance is
controlled by the Q-factor.
NOTE: Some filters can produce so much ringing that the filter circuit will begin self-oscillating.
This behavior is simulated with the Vintage LP and Xtreme LP filters.

ENVELOPE
A very common practice with filters is to route an envelope to the cutoff frequency value to
produce a filter sweep effect. To simplify this common usage, the Envelope B generator is
already pre-routed to the filter cutoff frequency. When centered, the Envelope knob will not
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produce envelope modulation. Positive values will introduce positive envelope modulation.
Negative values will as well, but the envelope phase wil be inverted, causing negative
modulation.

KEYFOLLOW
Sometimes it is useful to determine the frequencies filtered depending on the keyboard pitch
played. When centered, the Keyfollow knob produces no effect. If turned to a positive value,
the cutoff frequency value will rise following higher pitched notes and open the filter. If turned
to a negative value, the cutoff frequency value will fall following higher pitched notes and close
the filter.

TREBLE
A side effect of using filters is that they can dampen the signal too much, causing it to sound
too dark. To compensate for this, all of the standard filters have a Treble control that excites
the frequencies in the top range. Turn this knob clockwise to give your sound an extra brilliant
spark!

STEREO
The various band-pass, peak and notch filters make use of a stereo linked cutoff value. To
control the balance of the left and right channel, it is possible to shift the ratio between their
frequencies and produce exciting stereo effects.

WIDTH
The band-pass, peak and notch filters can also have their bandwidths modified. The Width
control determines the range of the pass- and stop-band in these filter types.
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INSERT & MIX

There are a variety of different insert effects to further process the signal either before or after
(depending on the Mix settings, described in the next section) it passes through the filter
module. These vary from distortion effects, to modulation effects, to additional filters, giving
you extensive ability to creatively shape your sound. These are described below:

INSERT TYPES
There are 12 different per-voice insert effect types to select from. Below is a description of
each effect, along with its specialized parameters. An overview of parameters not specific to a
single effect follows this list.

TUBE DISTORTION
Saturates and distorts the signal, giving it a warm tube-amp style timbre.

OVERDRIVE
Distorts the signal, giving it a brighter sound.

TONE FUZZ
Saturates and distorts the signal with a "fuzzy" sound.
 Frequency - Changes the frequency of the pre-distortion band filter.
 Tone - Changes the tone of the pre-distortion filter. The higher the value, the fuzzier
the tone.

BITCRUSHER
Gives the signal a lo-fi "crunchy" sound.
 Crush - Reduces the amplitude bit depth. The higher the value, the less bits are used
and the more lo-fi the sound becomes.
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EXCITER
Distorts and saturates the signal, producing a somewhat subtle saturated effect.
 Frequency - Changes the frequency of the band filter.
 Form - Change the exciter shaping form for frequencies above the cutoff. The higher
the value, the more shaping occurs.

FREE RING MODULATOR
Ring modulation effect where the input signal is multiplied by a modulation signal. Very
unexpected and edgy sounds can be produced with this!
 Ratio - Changes the ratio of the ring modulator. The higher the value, the higher the
frequency and generally the more intense the effect.

TIME LAG
Delays the left or right channel output by a sample offset value.

LOWPASS 12DB
Filters high frequencies above the cutoff frequency with a 12db per octave slope.

HIGHPASS 12DB
Filters low frequencies below the cutoff frequency 12db per octave slope.

BANDPASS 12DB
Filters both high and low frequencies, only allowing a certain bandwidth range to pass
through.

PEAK 12DB
Increases the magnitude around the cutoff frequency.

NOTCH 12DB
Decreases and notches the magnitude around the cutoff frequency.

ATTACK BOOSTER
Modifies the attack phase of the input signal to introduce, modify or reduce transients. Allows
manual setting of the level of the attack boost curve (Strength), the length of the curve (Length)
and the slope properties of the surve (Slope).
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LOWPASS & HIGHPASS 12DB SERIAL/PARALLEL
Introduces a 12dB lowpass and highpass filter arranged in either series of parallel. The high
and low cutoff frequencies can be manually set in addition to the resonance applied by both
filters.
NOTE: Turn off the insert effect to decrease CPU usage and increase performance.

PARAMETERS
Each insert effect has accompanying parameters controlled by the knobs in the panel to adjust
the effect settings.

DRIVE
Boosts the input level to introduce more distortion into the signal.

MIX
Changes the dry (unprocessed input signal) and wet (effects processed signal) mix of the
output signal.

INSTERT FILTER CONTROLS
(Reference the Filter section of the manual if you want to read more about how these specific
filter parameters works)
• Cutoff – Determines the filter cutoff frequency.
 0% - Sets the cutoff frequency to 0 Hz.
 100% - Sets the cutoff frequency to 22,05 kHz.
• Resonance - Determines the amount of resonance. Higher values introduce more
feedback and ringing.
• Width - Changes the bandwidth of the filter. Higher values extend the bandwidth.
• Keyfollow - Sets how much the cutoff frequency follows the keyboard pitch value.
 0% - Higher notes reduce the cutoff value.
 100% - Higher notes raise the cutoff value.
•
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MIX

A dedicated mix module is available for each layer that allows you to control the signal path
through the Filter and Insert, along with allowing you to make gain and stereo pan
adjustments.
•

Mix Order – Decides the processing order of the signal (either Filter to the Insert, or
Insert to the Filter).

•

Pan – Allows you to make per-voice panning adjustments.

•

Gain – Allows you to make gain adjustments to the signal as it passes through the
module.
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MODULATORS

Modulation is an essential part of making patches dynamic and expressive. For this reason,
there are many modulation generators available for you to use in RAPID. Available for use are
4 envelope generators, 4 LFOs, and 4 sequencers present in each layer the synthesizer. Note
that any BPM synced rates used in modulators can themselves be specified as modulation
targets.

Presets for any modulators can be loaded and saved through the dropdown menu in the
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bottom left of each modulators interface panel. These presets can also be cycled through with
the left and right arrows next to the preset menu dropdown for the selected modulator.
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ENVELOPES
Four envelope generators are available for modulation purposes. Envelope A is always
hardrouted to the output signal for a given layer, so it is the amplitude envelope, however it
can be routed to other parameters in the same way as any of the other envelope generators.
In the same way, Envelope B is always hardrouted to the filter cutoff.

The following parameters control each envelope generator:

VELOCITY
Determines the amount to which keypress velocity affects the level of the output signal.

DELAY
Sets the amount of time after a keypress before the attack stage of the envelope begins.

ATTACK
Sets the amount of time before the envelope reaches its decay stage after a keypress.

LEVEL
Determines the amplitude level of the beginning of the decay stage. This is a feature that is
special to Rapid, as most synthesizer envelope generators force the decay stage to be the
point of maximum amplitude!

DECAY
Sets the amount of time before the decay stage has reached the sustain stage.
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SUSTAIN
Determines the amplitude level of the sustain phase. This is the stage that your envelope will
stay at until you release a keypress.

RELEASE
Sets the amount of time after the sustain stage until the envelope has reached zero.

SLOPE
The attack, decay, and release stage of the envelope all have a Slope parameter, allowing you
to determine how fast or slow each of those envelope stages is. The slope parameter is
modeled on the graphical envelope, allowing you to visualize the effect of different slope
values. Lower values make the envelope slower, while higher values make it faster.
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LFOS
Four LFOs are present with a variety of useful and unique parameters for fine-tuning.

The following parameters control each LFO:

FADE
Determines the amount of time for the LFO to fade in after it passes the delay stage.

DELAY
Sets the amount of time for the LFO to begin oscillating after a keypress.

LEVEL
Decides the output level of the LFO signal.

RATE
Sets the speed of the LFO oscillations. The higher this value is, the higher the frequency.

RETRIGGER
Forces the LFO to reset to the beginning of its cycle on each keypress.

BPM SYNC
Determines if the LFO rate is synced to the host BPM.

MONO | ARP
Sets the LFO to be global for all voices, and syncs it to the arpeggiator.
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BIPOLAR
Determines if the LFO signal has both a positive and negative output range.
•

If set to bipolar, the LFO has a positive-to-negative range proportional to the modulation
depth (for e.g. +50% modulation depth produces LFO modulation of -50% to +50%).

•

If set to unipolar, the LFO has only a positive range proportional to the modulation depth
(for e.g. +50% modulation depth produces LFO modulation of 0 to +50%).

X-FADE
Crossfades between two LFO waveforms. The LFO waveforms are set on the bottom right of
the panel with the A and B dropdown menus, by default the LFO will take the waveform of the
A source, but you can blend the A and B waveforms together by turning the X-Fade knob
clockwise.

PHASE
Lets you modify the phase of the LFO waveforms, effectively this is where in the waveform the
cycle starts from.

BEND
This unique waveform modifying tool allows you to horizontally compress and stretch your
LFO waveform across its axis.
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SEQUENCERS
Four sequencers are also available for modulation purposes. The sequencer is made up of a
user defined length with a variation of step shapes. Left-clicking and moving the mouse
upwards or downwards on a step allows you to modify the level of the start position of each
step shape. Right-clicking does the same thing, but with the end position of the step shape.
You can also hold shift when selecting a step shape to have it stay locked to your mouse
presses even after they are released.

The following parameters control each sequencer:

LEVEL
Sets the level for the sequencer output.

RATE
Decides the speed that the sequence plays. The higher the value, the faster it plays.

STEP SHAPE
There are 20 different step shapes are available for the sequencer. Simply select which you
want to use and left-click on a step to write the shape to that position.

RETRIGGER
Forces the sequence to reset to its beginning on each keypress.

BPM SYNC
Determines if the sequencer rate is synced to the host BPM.
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MONO | ARP
Sets the sequence to be global for all voices, and syncs it to the arpeggiator.

ONESHOT
Sets the sequence to only play once per keypress, with this off the sequence will loop.

1/12 GRID
Changes the grid height spacing from 16 to 12. This is helpful for using the sequencer to play a
musical phrase, since it gives easy control over the modulations effect on pitch within the
chromatic scale.

LENGTH
Determines the number of steps in the sequence. This value can be between 2 and 32.

LOOP
Determines which step position the sequencer begins looping from after it has been played
through once.

SMOOTH
Smooths the shape of the steps to produce seamless transition between steps and decrease
jerky modulation effects. The greater this value is, the more smoothing occurs.

SHUFFLE
Slightly offsets even-numbered step timings to produce a shuffle/swing style rhythmic effect.
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OTHER MODULATORS
Aside from the modulation sources detailed above, there are also multiple additional sources
that can be used. These are described below:

CONSTANT
Modulates the parameter in question by a constant value, proportional to the magnitude of
the modulation amount.

CONSTANT X 0.1
Functions the same way as Constant, but the signal is only a tenth as strong. Useful for very
fine modulation needs.

KEY → VELOCITY
Routes the velocity of keypresses to the target parameter.

KEY → FOLLOW
Makes the target parameter follow the pitch of any keypresses.

KEY → RANDOM
Produces a random signal on every keypress. Useful for dynamic modulation.

KEY → AFTERTOUCH
Routes the keyboards aftertouch value to the target parameter.

KEY → FLIP FLOP
Produces a constant modulation signal on every other keypress.

KEY → 1/2 STEP & 1/3 STEP
Produces a a modulation signal that builds in amplitude on subsequent keypresses. The
number of keypresses before the signal reaches maximum amplitude is determined by the
step fraction (e.g. 1/2 Step adds half of the amount depth to the signal on each keypress, 1/3
Step adds a third).
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KEY → RELEASED
Creates a modulation signal that is active during the period when keypresses are
inactive/released.

KEY → IS GLOBAL
Sets up a global voice that handles effects stack modulation. This voice becomes active once all
layer voices are inactive. This can be useful for something like reverb ducking.

MIDI → MODULATION WHEEL
Routes the mod wheel on your keyboard to the selected parameter.

MIDI → PITCH WHEEL
Routes the pitch wheel on your keyboard to the selected parameter.

MIDI → CHANNEL #
Allows you to set up a modulation routing with a given MIDI channel as the source. The
modulation value is at 100% if the voice, using the modulation source, was triggered by the
specified channel number (from 1 to 16).

MIDI → CONTROLLER
Allows you to set up a modulation routing to take input from a MIDI controller value.
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ARPEGGIATOR
A dedicated arpeggiator is available in each layer of the synthesizer. The arpeggiator makes
use of a pattern sequencer with a pitched range between +36/0/-24 semitones. It is activated
or deactivated through the LED light next to its label towards the bottom of its panel. An
arpeggiator is traditionally used to play musical phrases, and the arpeggiator here is especially
well-equipped for this due to its grid sequencer.

Arpeggiator presets can be loaded and saved through the dropdown menu in the bottom left
of its panel.

CREATING A PATTERN SEQUENCE
Simply left-click on a position in the arpeggiator to place a note. The columns of the
arpeggiator are set up in intervals of an octave. Right-click on a note to delete it. You can
extend or reduce the length of any notes by clicking and holding the left mouse button, and
dragging the note left or right.
If you hover your mouse pointer over a note and select it, you can also scroll the mousewheel
up or down, you can make positive and negative pitch adjustments of a semitone. If you hold
shift while doing this, you will modify the Velocity level of the note.
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PARAMETERS
ORDER
Determines the order that notes are played in while playing polyphonic expressions.
•

Up sets the arpeggiator to begin on the lowest note of the harmony and ascend.

•

Down begins on the highest note of the harmony and descends.

•

Up→Down ascends and subsequently descends the harmony played.

•

Down→Up descends and subsequently ascends the harmony played.

•

Queue arpeggiates the harmony in the order the keys were pressed.

•

Random plays an unpredictable combination of up and down.

•

Polyphony allows every note to play and follow the arpeggiator pattern intervals.

OCTAVE
Determines the sum of the octaves that the pattern will scale on subsequent steps.

SPEED
Sets the host synced time that the arpeggiator will play at. This parameter was made
modulatable in version 1.7.0.

SOURCE
Allows you to cycle the arpeggiator between pattern and MIDI mode.
•

Pattern Mode plays the pattern programmed into the sequencer.

•

MIDI Mode plays an imported MIDI note sequence.

TUNE
Allows the tuning of the interval of a given arpeggiator note in semitones.

VELOCITY
Sets the velocity value of a given arpeggiator note.
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SHUFFLE
Slightly offsets even-numbered step timings to produce a shuffle/swing style rhythmic effect.

LENGTH
Determines the number of steps in the arpeggiator sequence. This value can be between 1
and 32.

MIDI MODE
You can import MIDI either by dragging and dropping a MIDI file (*.mid) onto the display, or
by clicking Import MIDI in the folder icon adjacent to the Source dropdown.

You can also export MIDI by dragging a MIDI sequence from the note display to an applicable
area in your host.

When importing a MIDI with multiple MIDI Channels you can choose which channels to choose
or ignore by activating the correpsonding LED buttons.
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VOICING PANEL

Each layer of the synthesizer contains a voicing panel on the far-right of the modulators
section of the interface. This panel contains layer wide settings for note filtering, note glide,
voice limiting and visualization.
The voicing panel button can also be used for easy drag-and-drop modulation of the velocity
parameter.

OSCILLOSCOPE
An oscilloscope is centered in the panel for easy sonic visualization.

SPEED
Sets the oscilloscope scrolling speed. Higher values produce faster scrolling, ideal to inspect
individual waveform cylces.

SCALE
Sets the amplitude scale for the oscilloscope. Higher values will make less amplitude more
visible. At zero the display processing is turned off.
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VOICING SETTINGS
There are a variety of different layer-sensitive voicing options available for you to use.

MIDI CHANNEL
Determines which input MIDI channels will trigger the layer in-question. This means you can
have up to eight seperate synth layers individually accessible through MIDI channels 1-16!
When set to ---- all MIDI channels will trigger the layer.

KEYING
Provides a variety of different key filtering options to change how keypress pitch is processed.
•

Lowest/Highest play either the lowest or highest note in a polyphonic expression,
respectively.

•

First Key/Last Key play either the first or last note triggered, respectively.

•

Key Fixed plays the note selected regardless of the keypress pitch.

•

Key Filter plays the note in the polyphony based on the index. For e.g. playing C-D-E-F will
have +1 play D, +2, play E, and +3 play F. This may be used for spreading chords across
layers. Any chord can be played and properly mapped because of the index sorting.

LIMIT
Determines the number of voices available at a single point in time. If no voices are available
when playing a note, the oldest active voice will be killed.

GLIDE TIME
Determines the time it takes for one pitch to transition to another when portamento is
enabled. Higher values produce longer transition times.

GLIDE ALWAYS
Applies portamento transitions to all notes.

MONO LEGATO
Activates a monophonic mode with legato, whereby a new note is played regardless of
whether the older note has been released.
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BPM SYNC
Allows the portamento glide time to be synced to the host BPM.
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EFFECT STACK

There is a comprehensive, reorderable effect stack with seven slots and a wide variety of
different effects available in each layer of the synthesizer. Simply drag any of the effect slots
up or down in the rack to reorder the signal path. All effects also make use of a preset system
to allow storage and recall of effect settings. You can use the PRESET dropdown menu to load
and save effect presets, or the left and right arrows to cycle through them.

MIX KNOB
Found in most effect modules, this changes the dry (unprocessed input signal) and wet (effects
processed signal) mix of the output signal.

EFFECT TYPES
In the top-right of the effect rack there is a To Master toggle, which can be disabled to stop the
layer output from being sent to the mixing channel (you may want to use this for Sends). There
are currently 19 different effects available to select from. Each is described below:
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REVERB

Simulates the sound of reverberations found in real world physical spaces.

PREDELAY
Determines the delay before the inital reverb reflection occurs. The higher the value, the later
the reverb is heard.

DECAY
Determines how quickly the reverb tail decays into silence. The higher the value, the longer the
reverb tail is.

EARLY/LATE
Determines the mix of early and late reflections. Early reflections occur sooner and decay
rapidly, while late reflections occur later and decay smoothly over a longer span of time.

DAMP
Dampens the reflections, making the reverb darker. More dampening occurs the smaller the
value is.

MOD
Determines the amount of pitch modulation applied to the reflections. Increasing this amount
will increase the detuned sound of the reflections.

LOW CUT
Cuts out low frequencies from the reflections. The higher this value is, the more low end
frequencies are cut.
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HIGH CUT
Cuts out high frequencies from the reflections. The lower this value is, the more high end
frequencies are cut.

SIZE
Determines which reverb algorithm is used. Room simulates a small space, Hall simulates a
medium sized space, and Area simulates a large space. The algorithm Pipe simulates an even
smaller space than Room. A set of unique algorithms have been added in version 1.7.0 to
simulate more physical spaces (Nuclear, Solar, Nova, Space). The new models extend the
existing reverb by adding a new internal early and late reflection model and smooth the
spectral impulse and frequency decay. They simulate different space sizes from small ( Nuclear)
to very large (Space).
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DELAY

Repeats the input signal at defined intervals to give an echo type effect.

FEEDBACK
Determines the feedback of the delayed signal. This determines how long it takes until the
delayed signal fades to silence. The higher the value, the more time it takes before the delays
fade out.

STEREO
Adds a delay between the feedback on the left and right channels, producing a stereo effect.
The knob determines the length of the delay between the channels.

MODULATION
Determines the amount of pitch modulation applied to the feedback. Increasing this amount
will increase the detuned sound of the delay.

PING PONG
Outputs the feedback through one stereo channel followed by the other, producing a classic
"ping-pong" style delay effect.

TIME
Sets the BPM time interval of the delay. This is in-sync with your host BPM.

TIME SCALE %
Scales the delay time by a factor. The smaller the value, the shorter the delay time.
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LOW CUT
Cuts out low frequencies from the feedback. The higher this value is, the more low end
frequencies are cut.

HIGH CUT
Cuts out high frequencies from the feedback. The lower this value is, the more high end
frequencies are cut.
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DUAL DELAY

Two-in-one delay module allowing for unique rhythmic effects.
Multiple parameters are used in both the Dual Delay and the previous Delay effect, so they are
not described again below. Please reference the Delay entry above if you’re confused about
how one of the shared parameters functions. The Dual Delay is broken down into two lanes,
each producing output for one of the stereo channels.

OFFSET
Offsets the delay time for that lane's channel for rhythmic effects.

SATURATE
Adds warm saturation to the delay feedback for both channels, and limits the signal to avoid
high levels when using a lot of resonance.

FILTER
Activates either a lowpass, highpass, or bandpass filter for that delay lane's feedback, with
cutoff frequency and resonance controls.

MODE
Sets the routing for the left and right-channels, allowing for unique rhythmic delay effects with
certain modes causing specific delays to cancel each other out.
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TONAL DELAY

A two-in-one delay module allowing for unique rhythmic effects. Multiple parameters are used
in both the Dual Delay and the previous Delay effect, so they are not described again below.
Please reference the Delay entry above if you’re confused about how one of the shared
parameters functions. The Dual Delay is broken down into two lanes, each producing output
for one of the stereo channels.

OFFSET
Offsets the delay time for that lane's channel for rhythmic effects.

SATURATE
Adds warm saturation to the delay feedback for both channels, and limits the signal to avoid
high levels when using a lot of resonance.

FILTER
Activates either a lowpass, highpass, or bandpass filter for that delay lane's feedback, with
cutoff frequency and resonance controls.

MODE
Sets the routing for the left and right-channels, allowing for unique rhythmic delay effects with
certain modes causing specific delays to cancel each other out.
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CHAMBER

A very short reverberation effect for ambience.

SIZE
Determines the size of the algorithmic chamber. The greater the value, the larger the size.

LOW CUT
Cuts out low frequencies from the reflections. The higher this value is, the more low end
frequencies are cut.

HIGH CUT
Cuts out high frequencies from the reflections. The lower this value is, the more high end
frequencies are cut.
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DISTORTION

A distortion effect with a variety of different distortion types.

DRIVE
Boosts the input level to introduce more distortion into the signal.

POST GAIN
Determines the output gain applied to the signal after being distorted.

EQ FREQUENCY
Determines the cutoff frequency of the pre-distortion filter.

EQ BOOST
Modifies the gain of the signal before entering the pre-distortion filter, allowing you to utilize
its dynamic behavior.

TYPE
Six different distortion algorithms are available for you to choose from ( Soft Tube, Hard Diode,
Pert Model, Mine Harmonics, Crooked Wave, Sander Math), allowing for a wide range of
timbres. All offer a unique sound so be sure to experiment with each!
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BITCRUSH

Gives the signal a lo-fi "crunchy" sound, with more parameters and options than the insert
effect version.

BITS
Reduces the bit depth of the signal. Less bits are used the higher the value is.

RATE
Reduces the sample rate of the signal. The higher the value is, the lower the sample rate.

JITTER
Adds a randomized jitter effect to make the sound even more lo-fi.

TALK MODE
Gives the sound a well known YAY vocal effect. Using this replaces the Bits and Rate knobs with
Vocal and Color. Try modulating the Vocal knob to produce the classic YAY sweep sound. The
Color knob introduces more high-frequency distortion.
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SHAPER

A comprehensive dual-band waveshapping distortion and saturation module.

DRIVE
Determines the input level of the band being fed into the waveshaper. Higher values will
produce greater distortion.

GAIN
Sets the output level of the band after being distorted.

SHAPE
Determines which shaping function the waveshaper uses.

BLOOD
Boosts the waveshaped signal into the clipper function. Higher values will produce greater
distortion.

DUAL BAND
Activates the use of two waveshapping bands.

CROSSOVER
Determines the crossover frequency for the dual-bands.
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MULTIBAND SATURATOR

A distortion effect allowing for varying saturation effects across user-defined frequency bands.
The number of frequency bands is specified under the BANDS dropdown menu. The QUALITY
dropdown menu determines the amount of oversampling applied to the signal before
saturation, to reduce high-frequency aliasing. Once a band quantity has been set up, the
output gain of the bands can be modified by moving the bands on the graphic display.
Split controls are available between frequency bands allowing you to define the crossover
frequency between them. Click and drag these to set the crossover point. The
saturation/distortion effect applied can vary across frequency bands, and is set via the
dropdown menu above each frequency band. Descriptions of the available effects can be
found in the FX-Type section of the Oscillators chapter!

FX 1/2/3/4
Controls the saturation effect settings of the specified frequency band. This will have varying
results depending on the effect applied to the frequency band. Please refer to the FX-Type
section of the Oscillators chapter for information on what this does for the various effects.

DRIVE
Sets the input level of the signal entering the specified band, to produce more or less
distortion effects across it. This will produce varying results depending on the distortion effects
chosen, experiment with it!
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PHASER

A classic stereo phaser often used to produce smooth sweeping stereo sounds.

FEEDBACK
Changes the feedback of the signal to modify the phase peak. The higher the value is, the
stronger the peak is.

STEREO
Determines the stereo difference between the left and right channels.

SPEED
Sets the rate of the phase sweep. The higher the value, the faster the rate.

MODULATE
Activate to introduce phase sweep modulation. This is necessary to produce the classic moving
phaser sound.

FROM
If Modulate is on, this determines the range of the lower limit of the phaser sweep. If
Modulate is off, it controls the phase sweep position of the left stereo channel.

TO
If Modulate is on, this determines the range of the upper limit of the phaser sweep. If
Modulate is off, it controls the phase sweep position of the right stereo channel.
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FLANGER

A classic stereo flanger often used to produce metallic sweeping stereo sounds. The Flanger
shares the same parameters as the Phaser, except that it sweeps a comb filter instead of the
signal phase.

CHORUS

A classic stereo chorus effect that delays and detunes the input signal often to allow for a
stereo spread. Again, the Chorus has the same knobs as the Phaser and Flanger, but the pitch
of the signal is modulated unlike in those effects.

ENSEMBLE

A well-known thick stereo chorus effect to produce fat stereo sounds. The Ensemble again
uses the same knobs as the previous three effects, but without a Stereo knob (Ensemble
always outputs stereo), and with a Damping knob (which filters out high frequencies).
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EQUALIZER

A three-band parametric equalizer with a variety of different filter types.

FREQUENCY
Determines the frequency of the filter band. Frequencies around this point will be boosted or
mitigated, depending on the other parameters.

Q-FACTOR
Sets the resonance amount for the low/high-pass filters, the steepness of the low/high-shelf
filters, and the bandwidth of the bell filter.

GAIN
Determines the amount of boosting or mitigation that the filter applies.

FILTER
There are five different filter types available for you to choose from:
 High-Shelf – Used to attenuate high frequencies less aggressively than a low-pass
filter. Unlike a low-pass filter, a high-shelf filter doesn't produce greater attenuation of
high frequencies depending on their distance from the cutoff point. A high-shelf
attenuates all frequencies above its cutoff point by an equal amount.
 Low-Shelf – Used to attenuate low frequencies less aggressively than a high-pass
filter. A low-shelf attenuates all frequencies below its cutoff point by an equal amount.
 High-Pass – A steep high-pass filter for cuts to the signals low-end.
 Low-Pass – A steep low-pass filter for cuts to the signals top-end.
 Bell – A special kind of filter that attenuates or boosts frequencies within a certain
bandwidth, producing a bell filter shape (visible on the EQ interface). Use this to cut or
boost specific frequencies without undesirable changes to the low- or top-end.
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TALKER

A formant producing talkbox effect used to simulate vocal sounds.

MODULATE
Activates an internal LFO that modulates the vocal effect.

STEREO
Determines the difference in modulation applied to the left- and right-channels.

SPEED
Sets the speed of the internal modulation LFO. Higher values produce faster speeds.

CRUSH
Introduces a bitcrush effect into the vocal formants. Higher values introduce more of the
effect.

FROM
Sets the lower range limit for the vocal modulation. If modulation is inactive, it controls the left
channels formants.

TO
Sets the upper range limit for the vocal modulation. If modulation is inactive, it controls the
right channels formants.

MODE
Changes the characteristic of the vocal effect to sound more like a Male, Female or Child.
Version 1.7.0 has introduced three new modes (Mate, Babe, Daft) with different
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bandpass/peak filter models that have steeper slopes. These can produce cleaner, more
pronounced sounds.
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COMPRESSOR

A multimode compressor module used to apply gain reduction to your signal.

GAIN IN
Determines the gain applied to the signal before it is passed through the compressor.

THRESHOLD
Sets the threshold level of the compressor. This is the amplitude level at which the compressor
will be triggered and begin applying gain reduction. Lower values will produce greater
compression.

RATIO
Determines the ratio of compression applied to the signal once it passes the threshold. Higher
ratio values will produce greater gain reduction.

MODE
Changes the character of the compressor.
 Analog – Emulates analog compressor characteristics, with slower reaction times.
Produces a more subtle compression effect.
 Digital – A strictly digital compressor model with very fast reaction times. Allows for
hard peak reduction and strong compression effects.

ATTACK
Determines the amount of time after the threshold is triggered for the compressor to begin
applying full gain reduction. Higher values will cause the compressor to take longer to travel to
its state of full gain reduction.
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RELEASE
Sets the amount of time after the signal is beneath the threshold level for the compressor to
stop applying gain reduction and return to its idle state. Higher values will cause the
compressor to take longer to travel to its idle state.

GAIN OUT
Determines the gain applied to the signal after it has passed through the compressor. This is
normally used for makeup gain, whereby the signal is boosted post-compression to
accommodate for overall level reduction.
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SIDECHAIN

Produces a sidechain ducking effect at host synced 1/4 intervals.

DEPTH
Determines the amount of gain reduction applied to the signal on ducks.

LENGTH
Changes the length of the envelope waveform the produces the ducking effect. Higher values
produce longer ducks.

OFFSET
Sets the start time for the reduction envelope after being triggered. This allows for sidechain
effects that don't duck immediately on each beat.

TARGET
Determines if the sidechain effect modulates gain reduction of the entire signal, or the depth
of low-shelf filter to just cut out the low-end.

FREQUENCY
When using the low-shelf filter target, this determines how heavy low-frequencies are
attenuated. Higher values cut more of the low-end.

MODE
Sets how the sidechain cycle is triggered.
 None – The sidechain cycle is free-running, with no attachment to keypresses.
 First Note | Arpeggiator – The first note played will trigger the sidechain. Any
additional notes pressed while the first note is sustained will be ignored and not
modify the sidechain position.
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 Every Note – Every keypress will retrigger the sidechain cycle to its starting position,
regardless of if previous notes have been released first.

SHAPE
Determines the shape of the sidechain envelope waveform. These can be used to produce a
variety of different rhythmic effects.
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TRANCEGATE

A classic trancegate used to produce interesting rhythmic gating effects.
The trancegate is broken down into two lanes on the interface, one for each stereo channel.
Click on a position in either lane to place an Up position in the sequence, whereby the audio
signal will be passed through the channel during that point. All unmarked points will be Down
positions, during which the signal will not be output.

SHUFFLE
Sets a small delay on even-numbered sequencer steps, producing a shuffle style rhythmic
effect.

SMOOTH
Determines how much the envelopes on the output signal during Up positions is smoothed,
giving the sound a less abrupt/choppy effect.

LENGTH
Sets how many beats make up the trancegate sequence.

SPEED
Determines how fast the trancegate sequencer plays. This value is BPM synced to the host.

MODE
Sets how the trancegate sequence is triggered.
 None – The trancegate sequencer is free-running, with no attachment to keypresses.
 First Note | Arpeggiator – The first note played will trigger the trancegate
sequencer. Any additional notes pressed while the first note is sustained will be
ignored and not modify the sequencer position.
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 Every Note – Every keypress will retrigger the sequencer to its starting position,
regardless of if previous notes have been released first.
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FILTER

Allows you to add an additional filter to a slot in the effects stack. This filter will mimic the
parameters of the layer filter.

SEND

Allows you to send the output of this effect slot to another layer. The signal will enter the effect
rack module of the layer it is sent to, allowing for additional processing. Negative send values
invert the phase of the signal sent, allowing for experimentation with phase cancellation
effects.
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BALANCER

A gain, pan and stereo module for further signal processing.

VOLUME
Allows you to make gain modifications to the input signal.

PAN
Allows you to pan the signal between the left- and right-channel.

STEREO
Allows you to make the stereo image of the signal wider or narrower. Higher values widen,
lower values narrow.
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GLITCH

A modulation effect used to produce “glitchy” style sounds that simulate digital malfunctions.
This module functions by recording the input signal for one bar and allowing the user to play
this back from a buffer with time skip effects added. The effect is primarily controlled by the
step-sequencer modulators. A free-running write pointer is synced with the host tempo. The
sequencer that is linked to the Glitch module causes the playback to lag by 1 bar at points of
maximum height, and produce 1:1 playback at points of minimum height.
It is highly recommended that users experiment with the Glitch based presets for the step
sequencers as a way to see this effects capabilities and functionalities firsthand. The following
dedicated categories can be found in the preset browser: Glitch, Glitch-Bounce, Glitch-FX,
Glitch-SID, Glitch-Simple and Glitch-Triplet.

MIX
The dry/wet mix for the effect.

DECLICK
Smooths time jumps in the modulating sequence to avoid crackling and click artifacts. This can
be useful when using the Glitch module for pads or atmospheric effects, where fast transients
are not desired in playback. For things like drum loops, however, this may not be desirable,
since it may smooth the fast attack of percussive sounds. Generally, you should set this
between 0-25% for drum loops and above that for softer sounds.

OFFSET
Lags the read marker by a statically determined offset. This can be used to manually produce
backwards time jump effects.
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SOURCE
Determines the sequencer modulation source that will be used for the effect.

CLEAR
Determines if the oscilloscope LED has its visual graphics cleared when the write marker
reaches its end.
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TAPE STOP

Simulates the down-and-up pitch effect of an analog tape being slowed down our sped back
up. The Slope parameter on the effect display controls the steepness of the pitch modulation
envelope.

TIME DOWN
Determines the amount of time necessary for the pitch to fully wind down and come to a
standstill when the STOP button is compressed.

TIME UP
Determines the amount of time necessary for the pitch to wind back up again when the STOP
button is released.

FILTER
Applies a lowpass filter to the signal as the pitch winds down, and opens said filter when it
winds back up again.

VOLUME
Reduces the signal volume as the pitch lowers to approach a standstill. The greater this value
is, the more the volume will be reduced during this operation.
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MODULATION ROUTING

A highly customizable modulation matrix is available on the panel on the bottom of the user
interface. Modulation slots are activated or deactivated by toggling the LED light next to their
label. The bar on the bottom allows you to scroll through all the available matrix slots. Each
layer contains 32 modulation unique modulation slots. Modulation targets will show an icon in
their top left corner when routed.

ROUTING METHODS
Modulation routing can be set up in three ways. The first method is to use the drag & drop
feature. Simply hover your mouse over a modulation source on the interface and drag the
Route arrow that appears to whichever target parameter you want to modulate. This will
create an entry in the matrix with your desired routing.
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The second method is by rightclicking a knob or slider and using the Modulate by.. option
within the menu. This allows you to browse through all available modulation sources and
quickly route one to the parameter selected.

The third method is through the SOURCE and TARGET dropdowns in the matrix slots. Simply
click on either SOURCE or TARGET to open a dropdown menu with the available modulation
options. Any source can be routed to any target, plus sources and targets can be used
repeatedly in multiple modulation slots.
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AMOUNT
This determines the amount of modulation applied to the target parameter by the modulation
source. This value can be between -100 and 100. Positive values route the modulation source
with a depth proportional to the amount’s magnitude. Negative values do the same, but invert
the phase of the modulation source. At 0, no modulation is applied. The amount of modulation
applied can also be set directly from the corresponding target knob.

MACRO KNOBS

Three macro knobs exist on the top-right of the interface for easily accessible modulation
controls. These are routed as a source in the matrix and can be named to display their
modulation target.
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EXTENSIONS
Showcases all currently released official extension packs for users wanting to upgrade their
sound libraries. The latest extension catalogue will always be accesible on the official website.
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XT – ELECTRONIC ENERGY

Pure bouncing big-room power with an electric touch, giving modern productions an extra
energetic punch. Designed to be massive and track filling, all sounds are fundamental for a
well balanced EDM repertoire. Every preset is something different, crafted to take off and
differentiate from the nowadays thin and generic standard multi-saw patches. The needed
energy for demanding electronic music.
Electronic Energy is a new electrifying sound extension for the RAPID Synthesizer. Included
are new wavetables, multi-samples, drum samples and presets, ready for sound design and
music production.
https://parawave-audio.com/electronic_energy
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XT – VINTAGE SOL

Glowing warm like sunshine, inspired by classic analogue attributes, merging the best of both
digital and analog worlds. By giving each patch a careful examination, the incorporated sound
design techniques were chosen according to the motto "high fidelity by fine-tuning". Getting
the best out of simplicity, each preset was crafted to provide that "certain something" known
from robust vintage gear. For uniqueness and high dynamic ranging sound environments.
Vintage Sol is a new warmth radiating sound extension for the RAPID Synthesizer. Included
are new wavetables, multi-samples, drum samples and presets, ready for sound design and
music production.
https://parawave-audio.com/vintage_sol
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XT – TROPICAL DELIGHT

Palm trees swaying in the wind, a fresh Caribbean breeze and an instant beach feeling.
Provided with guitar, marimba, steel drums, bongos, mellow pianos and Rhodes, it's like a
summer vacation for your ears. Tropical grooves, catchy melodies and open sounding Balearic
vibes will spark a mood ideal for the ever coming season of feel good music. Tasty and fruity,
just like a well mixed long-drink, each presets ingredients were chosen carefully to create a
fine balanced blend of real and synthetic instruments. Colorful and sparkling like tropic coral
reef, specially crafted wave-tables and plucked synthetic samples were used to create
interesting attack properties, an important detail for high quality sounds. You better put on
your sun glasses and lean back.
Tropical Delight is a new sound extension for the RAPID Synthesizer, introducing a 'fresh
Caribbean breeze and an instant beach feeling'. Included are new wavetables, multi-samples,
drum samples and presets, ready for sound design and music production.
https://parawave-audio.com/tropical_delight
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XT – TRANCE ESSENCE

Experience the emotional nature of trance music in its purest form and leap into an ocean of
airy and lush melodies, ice cold and hard hitting leads or warm and cosmic pads. Stride
through the full expanse of entrancing music conception. Futuristic rolling basslines, gleaming
spectral motions, acidic arpeggios, spiking plucks and modern uplift sequences await you.
Designed as an inceptive accelerator for a broad bandwidth of trance music genres, instant
inspiration is guaranteed.
Trance Essence is a new sound extension for the RAPID Synthesizer, introducing an 'epic,
uplifting and euphoric rush' conceptualized for the production of a wide variety of electronic
music genres. Included are new wavetables, multi-samples, drum samples and presets, ready
for sound design and music production.
https://parawave-audio.com/trance_essence
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XT – DEEP HOUSE

Enter the deep house lounge and dive into urban midnight vibes, fabulous laid back grooves
and a rich sound experience full of many tonal complementariness and homogeneously fusing
timbres. Deep and clear FM basslines, silky and colorful chords, rich pads, smooth dynamic
keys and leads glowing in different tones and colors. Sunny Rhodes, a house piano, vintage
synths and specially designed organic wave-tables for new kinds of low end as well as high end
harmonics make it easy to intuitively bestow your sounds with a refreshing and unique feeling.
Designed to bring a deeper shade into your production, you'll achieve harmonious sounds
ranging from deep and dirty to dark and moody.
Deep House is a new sound extension for the RAPID Synthesizer, introducing a 'deeper shade,
lounge feeling and laid back grooves' conceptualized for the production of a wide variety of
deeply themed genres, such as deep house. Included are new wavetables, multi-samples,
drum samples and presets, ready for sound design and music production.
https://parawave-audio.com/deep_house
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XT – FUTURE STRIKE

Future Bass is a highly innovative and modern style with a great bandwidth of sound design
concepts. Get a head start and directly jump into the genre, supported by melodic uplifting
harmonies, versatility and energy. Feel the bounce of this unique style, infused with modern
full spectrum filling chords, fancy colorized stabby chords, hard warm bass components and
massive drum-sets and toms fill-ins. Plucked and solo synths full of character, accompanied by
wide filtered wobbles and chiptune like arpeggios make it easy to accent your tracks with
interesting content. Blips and blops, water droplet snares, quirky vocal chops and shouts,
foliage sounds and even the complete vocal performances Shine Bright help you to quickly
acquire a new palette for your sound canvas. Designed to bestow your production with
individuality, you'll achieve a wide ranging style from plenty to void.
Future Strike is a new sound extension for the RAPID Synthesizer, introducing 'melodic
uplifting harmonies, versatility and energy' conceptualized for modern Future Bass
productions. Included are new wavetables, multi-samples, drum samples and presets, ready
for sound design and music production.
https://parawave-audio.com/future_strike
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XT – SUPERNOVA

Start your automatic ground launch sequencer. Prepare the auxiliary power unit. T-10 seconds.
Main engine start. Liftoff! Intergalactic and nebulous in quality, your journey into deep space
can begin now. With a heavy focus on frequency- and otherwise modulated wavetables as well
as spectral samples, you can expect celestial and cosmic pads and textures, full of shimmering
and enigmatic sweeping motions. Cosmic and crystal clear keys, leads and sparkling arpeggios.
Alien-like shaped and formed synth life forms and basses. Like a supernova, synthesized
components will create new elements and enrich your production like an interstellar medium.
Suited for a wide range of Electronica genres. From fast paced Sci-Fi sequences to calm and
outer space Downtempo Ambient. Infinite possibilities. Like Space!
Supernova is a new sound extension for the RAPID Synthesizer, designed to excite your
production with an "intergalactic and cosmic quality". Included are new wavetables, multisamples, drum samples and presets, ready for sound design and music production.
Bonus: The 12 FL Studio project files used in the sound demo are included with Supernova as
an added extra!
https://parawave-audio.com/supernova
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XT – SYNTHWAVE

Synthwave is a style that attempts to recreate the atmosphere of 1980s culture, films and
video games and celebrates the nostalgia for this era's unique sound. The same way the new
found fondness for the visual aesthetics of this style, the sound design of this package
incorporates all the beloved details the collection of genres stands for. Neo-Italo Disco
arpeggios, romantic and melancholic Synthpop melodies, deep and dark Cybersynth drones.
Analog basses and woozy pads as soft as butter, with particular vivid synthesizer notes from
that certain Retro-Futurist movie, or the pop flavorings of Dreamwave. Everything to mimic
and inspire new creations with legendary retro characteristics are on board. Welcome back to
the '80s, jump right into your DeLorean DMC-12 and enjoy this musical flux capacitor!
Synthwave is a new sound extension for the RAPID Synthesizer, designed to bring back the
retro aesthetics of 1980s legendary sound. Included are new wavetables, multi-samples, drum
samples and presets, ready for sound design and music production.
https://parawave-audio.com/synthwave
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XT – CINEMATIC EXPOSURE

Inspired by the attributes of movie soundtracks, Hollywood compositions and cinematic
characteristics, this package heavily focuses on expression, tension and uniquely crafted
sequences, instruments, drums and textures. Intensively accelerated bass sequences,
futuristic synthesizer arpeggios, thrilling textures. Voluminous synthesized brass, dynamic
strings, intricate atmospheric drones, pads and motions. Exceptionally detailed synthetic
mallets, woodwinds, strings and plucked sounds. Exposed to this special combination of
sampled and synthesized instruments, you will get everything you need to create suspense,
emotion and boost your production with extraordinary details. With the high advantage of
editability, every patch can easily be transformed to fulfill multiple new purposes: As
atmospheric element, dynamic foliage or hard hitting sound effect. Let your imagination
decide!
Cinematic Exposure is a new sound extension for the RAPID Synthesizer, designed to deliver
intensive and uniquely crafted sequences and instruments. Included are new wavetables,
multi-samples, drum samples and presets, ready for sound design and music production.
https://parawave-audio.com/cinematic_exposure
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MISCELLANEOUS
Additional noncategorical information about the software is detailed in this section.
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VERSION HISTORY
To get an idea of what future software updates will contain, please refer to the Version
Roadmap on our official website. Below are the detailed changelogs of all Rapid updates since
launch.

1.8.0 - 24. JULY 2020
ADDITIONS
•

Granular Synthesis.

•

Value indicator in the top information display now shows the value of the lastly changed
parameter.

•

Dropdown parameters (e.g Filter Type) now support the mouse wheel input to quickly
scroll through values.

•

Force Loop options is now available when importing singe samples without a loop.

•

Optimizations:

•

Massively reduced wavetable load times.

•

Multi-Sample loading improved. Decoder is now multi-threaded.

CHANGES
•

Voicing display waveform sample rate is now synced up to the currently played note.

•

Master Compressor now displays the gain reduction curves if active.

•

Added Constant and Constant x 0.1 to context menu modulations sources.

•

If a sample is shown in the oscillator display, the phase position is now settable by clicking
into it.

•

Increased maximum number of preset author characters from 16 to 24.

FIXES
•

Phase Bend Mid A table calculation was out of range at 180 degrees.

•

Very short duplicated note on/off events within a buffer got stuck at the end of pattern
loops.

•

Allow internal stereo processing if plugin is inserted on mono channel configurations.

•

Show "bypassed" warning instead of license check button.

•

Blurry context menu icons are now sharper at scales above 100%.
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•

Avoid visible waveform glitches in voicing and multi-band display.

•

If monophon, legato, always glide off and voice is in release state, don't glide the note
pitch.

•

The initial aftertouch value of new arpeggiator notes is now correctly redirected from the
previous note.

PRESETS
•

Free sound package "Granular Elements".

•

155 Multi-Samples.

•

59 Sounds Presets.

1.7.0 - 29. OCTOBER 2019
ADDITIONS
•

New oscillator insert effect: Sync Bend A & B.

•

New oscillator insert effect: Organic Drift.

•

New filter: Lowpass-Pro 12dB and 24dB.

•

New filter: Xtreme Lowpass II.

•

New insert: Attack Booster.

•

New insert: Lowpass Highpass 12dB. Serial & Parallel.

•

New Reverb models: Nuclear, Solar, Nova and Space.

•

New Talker FX formant modes "Mate", "Babe" and "Daft".

•

Modulations targets now show an icon in the top left corner when routed.

•

Routing amount is now directly settable from the corresponding target knob.

•

Solo layers. Right-click the layer button LED to toggle solo states. Holding Command-key
(CTRL) to un-solo all.

•

BPM synced rates in modulators and other modules are now routable as target.

•

Oscillator context menu now contains a reset function.

•

New Option: One-Click loading of sound presets within the preset browser.

•

Quickly change dropdown parameters with Command-key (CTRL) plus Left- or Right-click
to select the previous or next parameter value.

CHANGES
•

Increased modulation value interpolation accuracy.
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•

Increased sub-buffer midi offset accuracy.

•

Smoother UI parameter change interpolation.

•

Voice stealing now has an immediate effect on active voices according to the voice limit.

•

Improved voice stealing heuristic, so oldest voices are robbed first.

•

Arpeggiator timing is now modulatable.

•

If a routing entry gets in focus, the position is now always in a visible area.

•

Reordered context menu entries in the routing target selection.

•

Additional DC Filter on Glitch declick values greater than 50%.

•

Increased layer name character maximum to 10.

FIXES
•

Very high MIDI mode arpeggiator loops used an invalid note index.

•

MIDI note events are now cleared when switching from a preset with MIDI data to one
without.

•

MB Saturator. Corrected per band ring modulator phases.

•

Moving the sequence loop point now avoids unpredictable jumps.

•

When changing BPM synced rates in modulators the index now continues at the correct
position.

•

Sequences now begin at the start of each step when using a mode with random phase.

•

Arpeggiator phase in UI now shows a more precise shuffle timing.

•

Arpeggiator MIDI note off events at the end of the sequence, on rare occasions, were not
triggered correctly.

•

Improved monophonic voice mode. Phases and envelopes now continue smoothly when
retriggering a note.

•

Improved fade out of robbed voice release state when the voice limit is reached.

•

After reloading, Ensemble FX damping was only updated when changing the knob value.

•

Time based effect interpolations are now correctly initialized on preset/state change.

VISUAL
•

Added new "Modern" theme as default.

•

Replaced and unified all fonts.

•

Moved master compressor display up and band control knobs down.

•

Changed layout of master modifiers.
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•

Added beat markers to trancegate display.

•

Arpeggiator note tooltip shows note key value and velocity percent.

•

Increased frame count of knobs and wheels.

•

Polaris and Crimson theme don't use pattern backgrounds anymore.

•

Replaced "Gold" theme with "Titanium".

•

Removed "Paradise" and "Retro" theme.

•

Various layout adjustments of knob and label positions.

•

Various small pixel enhancement and rounded corners.

•

Various color adjustments in different color themes.

•

Style Data version changed to 1.7.

PRESETS
•

93 Rapid FX Presets.

•

18 Rapid FX Templates.

•

24 Feature Presets.

•

14 Sound Presets.

•

75 Sequences.

•

38 Reverb Presets.

•

17 Dual Delay Presets.

•

17 Saturator Presets.

•

13 Delay Presets.

•

7 Trancegate Presets.

1.6.1 - 7. DECEMBER 2018
FIXES
•

The UI is now correctly scaled when using the OpenGL Renderer on High DPI displays on
certain Mac versions.

No changes on Windows.
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1.6.0 - 6. DECEMBER 2018
ADDITIONS
•

New oscillator insert effect: Phase Modulation from Oscillator.

•

New oscillator insert effect: Ring Modulation from Oscillator.

•

New oscillator insert effect: Phase Modulation Feedback.

•

New effect: Multiband Saturator.

•

New effect: Glitch.

•

New effect: Tonal Delay.

•

New effect: Tapestop.

•

Reverb size mode: "Pipe". Even shorter than "Room".

CHANGES
•

Changed the 1/12 & 1/16 sequencer grid to variable steps.

•

The label text of FX-AMOUNT & FX-FACTOR is now dependent on the selected insert
effect.

•

Modulator & effect presets starting with the same word are now grouped into a sub
menu.

•

Previous and next browsing for sound presets now jumps relative to the lastly selected
preset.

•

Style Data version changed to 1.6.

FIXES
•

Disable non-valid insert effect knobs when switching to multi-sample sources.

•

Aftertouch on LFO/Sequence speed was ignored for global voices. Thanks G.P. !

•

Preset type string "Solo" was not displayed after clicking apply.

•

Modulation preview of oscillator fx-factor was sometimes hidden.

•

Selected presets now stay highlighted when plugin UI is reopened or resized.

•

Send FX Volume Slider was sometimes dependent on the previous channel value.

PRESETS
•

134 Arpeggiator patterns.

•

86 Sequences.
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76 Saturator presets.

•

11 Tapestop presets.

•

21 Tonal Delay presets.
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1.5.1 - 25. SEPTEMBER 2018
ADDITIONS
•

Copy & Paste filter settings.

•

Copy & Paste for effect slots.

CHANGES
•

Allow GUI resize down to 50%.

•

Oscillator insert effect amount now uses an uni- bipolar knob, depending on the selected
type.

•

Copy & Paste of modulator/effect presets now resets parameters not contained to their
default value.

FIXES
•

Removed clicks in Random Glide LFO on active Mono|Arp when switching a random
values.

•

Module slots in the effects can be set be to empty again.

•

At 210% and above, the pre-rendered display images are now correctly resampled.

•

GUI size is now correctly restored some hosts (e.g. Apple Logic).

•

Added missing tooltips for insert effect Mirror A, B, C.

•

Corrected various tooltips.

1.5.0 - 20. SEPTEMBER 2018
ADDITIONS
•

Resizeable GUI.

•

GUI 'Themes' are now switchable via options menu.

•

Draggable GUI resizer in the bottom right corner.

•

Graphics rendering via OpenGL (CPU is still available via options).

•

Pitch and modulation wheels on master page.
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•

Stereo balance for mixer and send channels.

•

Individual oscillators can now enable skip of filter and insert.

•

Key ranges are now move- and resizeable via mouse wheel.

•

Quick Modifier for Pitch, Mix-Voice, Mix-Delay and Mix-Reverb on master page.

•

Sidechain position marker and preview.

•

Holding shift when setting sequence steps now locks the selected shape.

•

New types Formant A & B for filter module.

•

New oscillator insert effects : Asymmetric Clip.

•

New oscillator insert effects : Sync Add & Formant Shift.

•

New oscillator insert effects : Bend Side/Mid/Double/Mirror.

•

New oscillator insert effects : Overlap 2x/3x.

•

Layer context menu can now reset all macros.

•

Modulator context menu now contains a reset function.

•

Oscillator display now previews wavetable insert effects in realtime.

•

Oscillator display now shows random range, position, phase and loop marker.

•

LFO and Sequences can now use retrigger modes 'First Note' and 'First Input'.

•

Velocity meter plus note value in headline.

•

Previous and next buttons for modulator and effect presets.

•

Added various copy & paste context menus for textfields.

CHANGES
•

Application options menu is now available by clicking the RAPID logo.

•

Mix modules uses gain parameter from insert plus balance per voice.

•

Mix module can reorder the processing of filter and insert.

•

Reduced key range minimum to one. Double click to reset to a default range.

•

Adding a modulation via drag and drop now uses a default routing amount greater than
zero.

•

When loading another preset the current layer now stays selected.

•

If the voicing count is set to 1, mono legato now uses a monophonic mode and retriggers
envelopes.

•

Voicing wavescope is turned off if scale is set to zero.
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Popup Menu for BPM Sync times (normal, triplet, dotted ) now uses three columns.

FIXES
•

Envelope position marker now also previews delay time phase.

•

LFO waveform now displays the actual output value as marker with circle head.

•

LFO waveform now uses a different fill method when in bipolar mode.

•

LFO waveform now displays the actual random values for hold and glide mode.

•

Sequences now display a time phase marker at rates below 8Hz.

•

Preset browser now shows ellipses if the text is too long to display.

•

Increased arpeggiator octaves control mouse drag sensibility.

•

Reduced phase artifacts in oscillator insert under certain conditions.

•

Sample playback preview is now displayed relative to pitch.

•

Invalid or zero loop ranges now correctly play oneshots instead of silent loops.

•

Increased comb filter accuracy at high frequencies.

•

Copy & Paste in context menu for most parameters.

•

Midi Learn is now available for almost all external parameters.

OPTIMIZATIONS
•

Multi-Sample preview is only rendered when displayed, decreasing preset loading times.

•

Pre-Render of multi-sample previews is now multi-threaded.

•

Reduced unnecessary re-draws of running arpeggiator patterns.

•

Reduced re-draw performance of wavescope buffers.

•

Removed modulator preview value runtime alloctations.

•

Removed legato voice nodes runtime allocations.

•

Speedup voice buffer mixing process.

1.1.0 - 26. AUGUST 2017
ADDITIONS
•

New source browser design.

•

Support for user content libraries.

•

Wavetable import (incl. resampling to table root frequency).

•

Sample import (incl. loop points, at any input samplerate).
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•

Sample Resynthesis. Converts the spectral content of an input sample into a multisample.

•

Drag & Drop sound files onto oscillator displays to quickly import new content.

•

Auto map multiple input samples to the whole keyboard range.

•

Import formats (RIFF WAV, AIFF).

•

Sortable and renamable source browser categories and entries.

CHANGES
•

Separate Wavetable & Multi-Sample tabs.

•

Remove modulation option in context menu now shows all routings of a control.

FIXES
•

Tooltips typos.

•

Default VST program name, needed for some VST hosts/wrappers.

•

Increased loop wrap accuracy.

•

Left and right channel was swapped during resampling.

•

Sample playback preview now shows the actual waveform when oscillator keytrack is
turned off.

OPTIMIZATIONS
•

Reduced Wavetable load times.

•

Reduced Multi-Sampler load times.

•

Faster drawing for source browser entries.

•

Removed some runtime allocations.

•

Reduced preset parser load times.

REMOVED
•

Multisample pre-render Quality option. There was no real improvement on high setting.

1.0.4 - 15. MARCH 2017
ADDITIONS
•

Sustain Pedal Hold.

•

Aftertouch & Channel Pressure.
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•

Midi CC Learn/Unlearn.

•

VST/AU Parameter recording.
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CHANGES
•

Named MIDI CC.

•

Master mixer faders now also use a context menu.

•

Preset info box now disappears after a few seconds.

FIXES
•

Poly note now retriggers sustained note.

•

Rare note off miss in arpeggiator patterns.

1.0.3 - 17. DECEMBER 2016
ADDITIONS
•

Support for Audio Unit and VST on MacOS X.

No changes on Windows.

1.0.2 - 12. NOVEMBER 2016
ADDITIONS
•

Copy & Paste oscillator settings.

FIXES
•

Some hosts ignored MIDI notes on samplerates greater than 44kHz.

1.0.1 - 26. OCTOBER 2016
ADDITIONS
•

Enable/Disable tooltip messages.

FIXES
•

String errors.

•

Tooltip errors.

•

Rare layer change crash.

•

Content browser cover image leak.
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1.0.0 - 2. OCTOBER 2016
Official Public Release.
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TRADEMARKS

Audio Units (AU), Mac OS X, macOS, Mac and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.
VST, VST2 and VST3 are trademarks of Steinberg Media Technologies AG.
Windows and the Windows logo are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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